Amendment No. 2 to Registry Agreement

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers and Amazon Registry Services, Inc. agree, effective as of _________________ ("Amendment No. 2 Effective Date"), that the modification set forth in this amendment No. 2 (the “Amendment”) is made to the 18 December 2014 .bot Registry Agreement between the parties, as amended ("Agreement").

The parties hereby agree to amend Exhibit A of the Agreement by deleting the following section in its entirety:

4.3 Registry Operator may offer registration of IDNs in the following languages/scripts (IDN Tables and IDN Registration Rules will be published by the Registry Operator as specified in the ICANN IDN Implementation Guidelines):

4.3.1. Chinese language
4.3.2. Danish language
4.3.3. Finnish language
4.3.4. German language
4.3.5. Hungarian language
4.3.6. Icelandic language
4.3.7. Japanese language
4.3.8. Korean language
4.3.9. Latvian language
4.3.10. Lithuanian language
4.3.11. Norwegian language
4.3.12. Polish language
4.3.13. Portuguese language
4.3.14. Russian language
4.3.15. Spanish language
4.3.16. Swedish language
The parties hereby further agree to amend Exhibit A of the Agreement by replacing the deleted section above with new text as a new section 4.3:

4.3 Registry Operator may offer registration of IDNs in the following languages/scripts (IDN Tables and IDN Registration Rules will be published by the Registry Operator as specified in the ICANN IDN Implementation Guidelines):

4.3.1. Arabic language
4.3.2. Chinese language
4.3.3. Danish language
4.3.4. Finnish language
4.3.5. French language
4.3.6. German language
4.3.7. Hungarian language
4.3.8. Icelandic language
4.3.9. Japanese language
4.3.10. Korean language
4.3.11. Latvian language
4.3.12. Lithuanian language
4.3.13. Norwegian language
4.3.14. Polish language
4.3.15. Portuguese language
4.3.16. Russian language
4.3.17. Spanish language
4.3.18. Swedish language
The parties agree that, except as set forth in this Amendment, and any prior duly authorized and executed amendments, the current terms and conditions of the Agreement will remain in full force and effect. All capitalized terms not defined will have the meaning given to them in the Agreement.

ACCEPTED AND AGREED:

INTERNET CORPORATION FOR ASSIGNED NAMES AND NUMBERS

By: __________________________
    Akram Atallah
    President, Global Domains Division

AMAZON REGISTRY SERVICES, INC.

By: __________________________
    Aaron McGrath
    President